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HE GELDING, owned by

John Brown and Megan

Dennis, was bought for

£47,000 by the Johnston

team at the Goffs Orby

yearling sale in 2020.

Described by the Racing Post as a

‘typically savvy Johnston purchase’, the

three-year-old has proved to be a

sensational investment.

Sired by No Nay Never, I’m A

Gambler has career earnings of more than

£250,000, having won nine of his 24

starts. He was second or third in a further

six races; and his official rating has soared

from 85 at the start of this year to 110 now,

while Timeform rated him at 117.

It was his last two races that really got

people talking — and saw him featured on

the front cover of last month’s Kingsley

Klarion. He won a Premier Handicap

worth more than £80,000 at Leopardstown

in September, and followed that up by

winning the Listed Guisborough Stakes at

Redcar, garnering

another £26,000 in the

process.

Boasting such a

record, I’m A Gambler

was always likely to

attract attention when

entering the ring at

Tattersalls Horses-In-

Training Sales on

October 25. 

He is out of the

Listed-winning mare,

We Are Ninety, a

daughter of Brigids

Cross, an unraced sister

of Listen, the

Champion 2yo filly in

Ireland in 2007. 

Little did anyone

suspect, however, what

drama was about to

unfold.

The gelding proved

to be the subject of a

protracted bidding war,

with interest being

shown by Olly Tait of

Qatar-based Wathnan

Racing and Saud Al

Qahtani of the Saudi

Arabia-based Najd

Stud. But it was Tim

Cohen, bidding on

behalf of the California-based Red

Baron’s Barn and Rancho Temescal, who

came out on top, securing I’m A Gambler

for a future career in California for a

session-topping price of 850,000gns, the

third-highest price ever achieved at this

particular sale.

Part-owner John Brown, a former

chairman of William Hill, described the

horse as ‘a giant’

‘He is a giant in stature, a giant on the

track and was a giant in the sales ring,’ he

said.

‘It’s been an amazing racing journey.

And once again it demonstrates Mark and

Charlie's prowess in selecting outstanding

yearlings at the sales. 

‘For us that also includes Mister Monet,

a Group 2 winner, and the Last Lion, a

Group 1 winner. 

‘We thank Mark, Charlie, Deirdre and

the whole team that is ‘Always Trying’ for

such an expert training performance,

culminating in him winning nine times

from 24 races.’

OLLOWING the action in the

ring closely was Charlie Johnston

who told the Klarion after the

excitement had calmed down: ‘It’s a

phenomenal result.

‘Watching trade, I thought he might

make 400,000gns, or maybe 500,000gns

on a good day, so the end result is quite

fantastic.

‘Normally, you wouldn’t sell good

horses like that, but the reality is I spoke to

John Brown a few weeks ago and his

dream campaign for next year would

involve winning the Lennox Stakes. Well,

the horse has just earned five, six or even

seven times the prize-money for that race

for selling here. It leaves a huge hole in

our yard to sell a horse rated 110, but

economically it was a logical decision for

the owner.
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Tattersalls’ tweet on I’m A Gambler’s sale

Listed winner I'm A Gambler, one of Johnston Racing's stars of the
season, was sent to the Horses-In-Training sales with connections
hoping he'd fetch a decent price. He sold for a stunning 850,000
guineas and is now off to America, as John Scanlon reports.
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‘It was quite some theatre because

bidders that seemed to drop out of the

running suddenly came back for more. It

just showed what high demand he was in. 

‘He’s a phenomenal physical example,

a beautiful horse, and he’s had no issues

all the way through his career. He’s been

an easy horse to train as he’s very sound

and very tough and he’s really taken off in

the last four or five months. It’s a

phenomenal result.’

Relieved to have secured his target, Tim

Cohen reflected on the deal. ‘The bidding

was certainly very creative,’ he said.

‘It is hard to find a solid three-year-old

and he is one of the highest-rated in the

catalogue. Physically, he is beautiful.

Certainly, I did not want to go that high,

but I didn’t come this far not to do

something worthwhile.’ 

LTHOUGH there are still some

three-year-old stakes races on

the California calendar for this

year, Cohen suggested that the gelding

will now be given a short break.

Considering that I’m A Gambler was

purchased by Johnston Racing for

£47,000, the story of this fabulous

gelding’s career provides further evidence,

if any were needed, that Johnston Racing

is the logical choice for owners seeking

value for money.

The gelding has been a wonderful

servant to his owners and to the yard, but

the current parlous position of the British

racing industry, the crisis in prize-money

and the relative weakness of the pound has

led to a situation where foreign agents are

plundering our best equine talent at the

sales. 

Hopefully, the windfall received by

John and Megan, loyal supporters of

British racing and of our yard for so long,

will largely be reinvested in the sport.
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I’m A Gambler’s ninth and final win for Johnston Racing: The Guisborough Stakes (Listed) at Redcar under Franny Norton on October 1


